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Gala Junior Prom Celebrations Brighten Campus
Six Fraternities Entertain

PROM CHAIRMAN

44 Guests During Festivities
Statistics Reveal Guests
Representing 21 Cities,
Dominican Republic

TWO HOUSE PARTIES
Alpha Chi Rho, Sigma Nu, Delta
Phi to Entertain Guests at
Formal Dances
With all the gala receptions on the
campus now in full swing for the
benefit of the fair sex who have invaded the college until Sunday, the
Junior Prom itself takes place in
historic Alumni Hall, where life is a
merry round of pleasure.
Prom committeemen say that the
dance tonight is a sellout; in fact,
they are rather surprised at the large
attendance when one considers the
disadvantages of a week-end immediately following the mid-years. A
goodly percentage of the college and
its guests is gathered to hear the
swing rhythms of Don Fabens and his
band from Boston, which features the
vocalizing of the Three Burnett Sisters. Five hours of svelte dancing
(Continued on page 4.)

GOLD MEDAL AWARDED
TO TRINITY ALUMNUS
National Institute of Arts and
Letters Honors Chas. Andrews
for Book on Colonial History

[

The annual spring competitions
for positions on the Reportorial
and Business staffs of the Tripod
will begin with the next issue of
the paper. Freshmen and sophomores who wish to try out for
either of these two boards are
urged to report at a meeting to be
held in the Tripod Room in Seabury on Tuesday night, February
9, at 7.30 o'clock. Several positions are open, because only three
members of the Class of 1940 were
chosen at the last election.

Contributions for flood relief in
the Ohio and Mississippi valleys
will continue to be received indefinitely, Albert C. Turner of the Seabury Society announced late last
night. Acting in conjunction with
local Red Cross authorities, the
Society is raising a fund at Trinity
to be used in the flood areas.
Contributions may be left at the
College office, the Union, and all
fraternity houses.

McCLOUD ADDRESSES
AUDIENCE OVER WDRC

The Trinity athletic department
took to the air again for the second
time in as many months when Walter
McCloud, instructor of physical education, broadcast over WDRC Thursday morning, January 21. He chose
as 'his subject, "Sp~ctator or Participant in this World of Increasing
Leisure Time."
·
Mr. McCloud deplored the tendency
of people in this country to act too
much as spectators and not enough as
participants, pointing out the wise use
made of leisure time in Greece during
the golden days of her civilization
and contrasting it with the modern
use. He said that America has despised the Greek philosophy of leisure,
substituting idleness and even debauchery in its stead.
He divided man's twenty-f~ur hour
day into three parts: work, recreation,
and avocation. Work is what is necessary for existence; recreation is recuperation or what is necessary to
restore a good condition of body and
(Continued on page 6.)

The gold medal of the National
Institute of Arts and Letters for
history and biography was awarded
to Charles McLean Andrews, '84, at
the annual meeting and dinner of the
Institute held in New York last January 21. The medal is awarded annually by the Institute to outstanding men in the field of learning, but
it is given only once every ten years
for history and biography.
Dr. Andrews, emeritus Farnam
Professor of American H~story at
Yale University, received the Puliter Prize in 1935 for the first volume
of his "Colonial Period of American
History." He is a former president
of the American Historical AssociaWhile snooping around the Library
tion and one of the leading authorities on the history of the American stacks the other day, Eagle-eye
colonies.
Angus, the Tripod's office boy, disProfessor Andrews has been editor covered an ancient document hidden
of the "Yale Historical Publications" inside a dusty report on the number
a series that includes forty volumes:
and was the American collaborator of windows in Jarvis broken by snowwith the British editors of the first balls and bottles in the year 1883.
volume of "The Cambridge History The document, apparently a copy of a
of the British Empire", to which he dispatch to the "London Times," was
contributed two chapters.
copied for the Tripod by Angus:
Among his many histor ical writ"Special to the 'London Times':
ings are "The Colonial Background
"Hartford, February 8, 1887. Will
of the American Revolution" "The Winkle and his Waltz W allopers we1·e
Colonial Period", "The Old E,p.glish in the grove last night at the Trinity
Manor", "The River Towns ' of· Con- College Junior Promenade.
Your
necticut", and "The Historic~ De- correspondent, who has crashed the
velopment of Modern EuroJ?e." . He gate at thes'e affairs for many a year,
has also prepared several guides to believes it was the best brawl thrown
the manuscripts on American colonial in these parts since the College moved
history in the British archives. '
from the banks of the beautiful Hog
He was awarded the honorary to the wilds of Summit Street.
degree of Doctor of Laws by his alma
"The Gymnasium was especially
mater in 1905. While an undergradu- decorated for the affair by George U.
ate, he was. president of his class in Fish, '88, Chairman of the Prom Comhis' junior year and an editor of The mittee and his assistants, S. SmytheTablet, the predecessor of the Tripod. Smythe, '88, and Nikolai Lenin, '88.
He was a member of I. K. A.
The walls and ceiling were draped

March Headed by Willys
Peterson and Miss
Eleanor Brink

TRIPOD COMPETITIONS

FLOOD RELIEF

Intelligent Use of Leisure Time
is Subject of Radio Address
by Athletics Instructor

Don Fahens Supplies Rhythm
as Gay Couples Swing It

WILLYS R. PETERSON, '38

SETTINGS TRADITIONAL
Most Prominent Social Event of
Year Held Amid Festooned
Glory of Alumni Hall

ELECTION REQUIREMENTS
REVISED BY JESTERS

Alumni News

Change in . Constitution Lowers
Jestership Requirements;
Plan Musical Comedy
Thirty members of the Boston
Alumni Association of Trinity College
met at the Boston Chamber of Commerce on Tuesday evening, January
19, to enjoy a turkey dinner and to
hear talks by Joe Clarke and Thomas
S. Wadlow, Alumni Secretary.
As principal sp!"aker of the evening, Joe Clarke spoke .on athletics at
Trinity. Mr. Wadlow told about the
College in general, emphasizing the
growing need of a Field House, dormitory, and additional library space.
He also stated that the 1936-37 Alumni Fund was n'Ow nearly $2,200.
Moving pictures of the campus and
the Connecticut State and Wesleyan
football games were shown. The
Alumni were especially pleased to see
a slow motion version of the proper
way to intercept a Wesleyan lateral.
During the course of the evening
the following officers for the Boston
Association were elected: President,
Morton Crehore; Vice-President, Harry
C. Boyd; Secretary, John Mason; Executive Committee, N. T. Clark, L. B.
Phister, Rev. J. S. Moses, Dr. C. H.
Pelton, B. Shaw, and J . S. McCook.

In spite of the fact that they are
not planning to put on a performance
until the week-end of the Senior Ball,
the Jesters have recently made some
changes in their requirements for
election to the Senior Jesters.
As their old plan did not work very
well, and because there were too few
Senior Jesters, a change in the constitution has been made which will
make it easier to become a Senior
Jester. Formerly, the maximum number of points that could be awarded
for taking part in a performance
was eight points for acting and four
poirits for stage or business work.
Now these limits have been removed
and the number of points awarded is
being left to the discretion of the
award;; committee. Also, the number
of points awarded to the participants
in · the .Dast perform$ce has been
doubled.
For their next performance, the
Jesters plan to put on an original
musical comedy the week-end of Sen( Continued on page 4.)

Daunty Dry--Pod Dnooper Daringly Discovers
Dusty Documents' Didactic Dispatches
with streamers of purple and pink,
the class colors. At the south end of
the hall was hung a huge representation of the Lemon Squeezer which the
Class of '88 had just acquired, more
or less peacefully, from the Class :>f
'87. Around the wall were couches
and chairs borrowed from fraternity
houses. These were tastefully decorated with an assorted collection of
professors' wives, acting as patronesses of the Prom.
"Will's band provided such lively
music that there was less disposition
among the dancing couples to wander
out into the night.
Only several
times during the evening was the~·e
present the condition prevalent a few
years back, when a few couples and a
tired band held the floor while the
remainder retired to the many carriages parked in the drive.
"The merriment was at its height
with Will playing his special arrangement of 'Vernon Street Blues', when
the Medusa, who had been doing research work in Heublein's Taproom,
poured out of a Zion Street trolley

and flowed over the hill to the Gym.
They added much to the jollity of the
affair, but nothing to its sobriety.
"From this time to the final dance
at 4 a.m., there was no especial excitement except when the night watchman was called to rescue a youth who
was high in more than one respect. He
was discovered chinning himself on a
waterspout seventy feet above the
steps of Northam.
"All twenty-seven members of the
Junior class were present. There were
about thirty-five other men present.
A list of the students and their guests
follows:
"Fern Fudd, '87, and Miss Mamie
Whiffletree of Glastonbury; Jake .. . "
(the remainder of the document was
missing when Angus copied it).
It is regrettable that this manuscript is no longer available for reference.
Angus inadvertently wrote
some history notes on its back and
carried it into an examination When
he discovered a host of . professors
bearing down on him, he was forced
to swallow it.

Tonight historic Alumni Hall, no
longer the scene of perspiring P. E.
neophytes, is gaily festooned with
patriotic blue and gold, and over ~ts
polished floors the gliding couples
skid. Junior Prom is here once more,
for the first time, we hear the
rhythmic swing of Don Fabens and
his 12-piece band, fresh from rece!lt
engagements in Boston and at such
colleges as Amherst, Williams, M. I.
T., Union, R. P. 1., Colby, Bates, and
Bowdoin.
Reputed to be the most important
social event of the year, Junior Prom
week-end officially started Thursday
night, when the Alpha Chi Rho fraternity held its annual dance at the
Cook. Earlier that evening a small
(Continued on page 4.)

DR. ARTHUR ADAMS MADE
ANTIQUARIES FELLOW
Trinity Librarian, One of Three
Members in United States,
Honored by London Society
Dr. Arthur Adams, librarian, registrar, and member of the English
department, was recently elected :a
fellow of the Society of Antiquaries
of London, England. The Society
was founded by Royal Charter in
1707, and since that time has played
an important part in the preservation
of English history. The purpose of
the Association is the study of recorda
and remains of the past in England
which would be of interest to historians and other people who are concerned with England's past.
The organization meets regularly
in London for discussion of historical
subjects. It has made many publishments on antiquary data, and contains a vast library of such historical
matter. Election to the Society is
considered one of the highest honors ·
to be bestowed among scholars of antiquarian matters; besides Dr. Adams
only two members have been elected
from this country, · G. Andrews Moriarity of Bristol, R. 1., vice-president
of the New England Historical Genealogical Society, and Dr. Hugh O'Neil
Hencken, curator, Eurotpean archeology, Peabody Museum, Harvard
University, Cambridge, Mass.
Dr. Adams has corresponded with
several of the approximately three
hundred fellows of the Association
and has attended a few of the meetings of the Society in London. He is
also a member of the Connecticut Historical Society whose purpose is the
collection and preservation of whatever may serve to illustrate the
ecclesiastical and material history of
Connecticut and the United States,
and the dissemination of all useful in( Continued on page 5.)
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''TO THE LADIES"
Once again it is our pleasure and privilege to welcome you who
are our guests at the Junior Prom. You have found us a group
of young men tired in body and mind from the strain of mid-year
examination~, but very grateful for the short respite granted us
before the start of another term's work.
Already we notice a great change.
Careworn faces have
brightened.
Laughter is spontaneous.
Humor is no longer
forced.
The "devil-may-care" attitude is waxing.
We are
again reminded of the fact that our college days are the happiest
ones of our life. Our feet beat out a happy tune. Once more
~ ·
life is worth living.
You are th"'-. ones who help make all thr's possr'ble, and we thank
you. We sincerely hope that when the time comes for you to
leave, you will regret it as much as we will. When you look back
on this week-end, we hope that you will remember it as one of the
happiest you have ever spent and that you will want to return soon.
Once again, we bid you welcome and wish you well.

"I LIGHT MY CANDLE FROM THEIR TORCHES"
With this issue, the new editors of the Tripod take over the
duties of putting out the college paper. We will endeavor in
every way possible to justify the confidence placed in us and to
live up to the ideals set for us by the previous occupants of the
positions which we now hold.
Editorially, we shall continue the policies of the previous regime. We shall try to keep alive issues which we feel are of
value and interest to all members of the student body, 'administration, and alumni, drawing our material in the main from problems
and events which are closest to us, those of the college itself. We
will comment, criticize, and advise only with the idea of trying
to improve our community, and trust that it will be taken in the
some spirit in which it will be given.
We wish to stress again the fact that we are at all times open
to criticism and advice from all who feel that it is necessary, and
that our columns are always open for the free discussion of matters of interest to the Trinity man.
In their last editorial, the senior editors felt that they had
accomplished nothing tangible.
If nothing more, the general
sentiment seems to be that there has been a definite improvement
in the Tripod, for which they alone were responsible. Regarding
other accomplishments, "He builded better than he knew."

l

HERE AND THERE
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Exam period, that blight in the life
of the undergraduate, is finally over,
and from divers and sundry goes up
a sigh of relief. We have always wondered why there ever arose such custom in our noble institution of higher
learning for young gentlemen(?) but
we have finallly figured it out. It's
a marvelous excuse for Junior Prom;
bred in the New England tradition, we
have to furnish ourselves with an ex• *
cuse.
Flash! Mystery Woman exc~tes
campus: Four houses tonight admitted, after undergoing gTuelling questioning by the police, that they had
invited the mysterious Mary BumJJ to
the Junior Prom. N10thing else is
known about the lady in red, green,
blue, black, except that she hails from
Pickle Alley, Conn., whose only other
citizen of note up-to-date iSI Donald
Duck, famous movie comedian. Such
excitement has not been riv.alled on
the campus since Mae West visited
the college in 1885.

sleeping dogs lie. This time we take
our life in our hands and Winchelllike give you the latest, hot off the
f ire (Heh! Hehl). What noted Production Manager is dragging the
beauteous niece of what famed President tQ Alumni Hall of a Friday
evening?

••

Have you noticed the plentitude,
not to say multitude, of beards and
proud mustachios that have hl'ossomed
fo rth during the recent exams? .. May
they rest in peace! '1\l get back to
the subject, for a while we thought
we had been transported back to the
Gay Nineties. Our prize to the gentlemen from Jarvis who sported such
a growth that a visiting dignitary
mistook him for a member of the
French Departnrent.

* *

Quotable Quotes (plus our comments):
"The worst thing that can happen
is to have a school deal principally in
terms of fear, force, and artificial
authority," said Dr. Einstein in suggesting a doing away with the "I'll
flunk you if you aren't good" set-up
We hear "Doc" Huberl of over-the- in schools.
rock fame has decided to open a
Sounds a little bit anti-Nazi, Doc!
branch store on Broad Street near
**
the Silver Tavern. We don't think
Students danced so hard during the
Max will stand for it; he'll buy up
Charleston rage ten years ago that
the whole block.
Indiana
University officials were
• *
forced to prohibit dancing in the StuAround this time of year somebody
dent building for fear the hoofers
always tries to get frisky with the
would shake down the structure.
Bishop. We don't know exactly what
Go easy on Alumni Hall, Prom Trotit was, but the other night somebody
ters, or Dr. Motten'll get you.
plastered s10mething all over his back.
Seriously, fellows, don't you think he
**
A figu're-finder at Northwestern
takes enough of a beating from the
University has discovered that rain
birds?
-carbon dioxide and water-will disOur nomination for Mjan-of-the- solve the limestone buildings on the
Year, despite all others, is still Louis campus in 72,000 years.
Stick around and watch the chapel
(The Man) Schuler, than whom there
is no better door opener. Like the melt.
MJ,ountie, he always gets his man!
Woe to the freshman who breaks a
Three freshmen at Michigan State
window or even scratches, up the wall! Normal School subjected themselves
Louis and his bloodhounds will always to turbulent stomachs in a chemistty
smell the rat out.
experiment. One ate rock salt, an• •
other a mixture of sand and salt, and
Occasionally there comes to the
(Continued on page 6.)
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THE CURTAIN
_______________.j

Once upon a time, when the movies
were still in their infancy, film stars
used to send their pictures to devoted
admirers all over the world. Today,
practically every screen star is
swamped with photos of ambitious
folks, young and old, who want to
become screen stars themselves. Severa! thousand such autographed pictures. find their way into the screen
mail every week.
The line taken by the operators of
this new racket is to write a phrase
across the picture praising the star.
·· t ure is a no t e. Th"Is
Th en WI'th th e PIC
explains that the writer wants to be
a movie star, too. The writer has
plenty of talent, but, alas, is neglected
and unrecognized. Won't the star,
remembering his or her early struggles, give the ambitious unknown a
lift up the ladder of fame?
Pleasant to relate, the star usually
answers. Take Doris Nolan, for example, the star of the mammoth musical, "Top of the Town." In the last
two months, Doris has received 459
of these photographic appeals. Not
yet twenty-one years old, Miss Nolan
has had practically no struggle to
reach movie stardom, but she has a
letter which she sends to those who
mail her pictures to give them helpful
advice. This advice is to try to attend
an acting school. After that, join a
local Little Theatre gToup. Movie
scouts vis.i t these organizations often,
thus affording talented youngsters
and oldsters a film opportunity.
HOLLYWOOD INCIDENT
Here's one for the book. There's
quite a character in Hollywood by
;he name of Billy the: Midget. Billy
is all man and a yard high.
.no
more.
. no less. He goes around
with William Hall, six-foot-four star
who works for Universal. And the
other day in a traffic argument, a
motorist who wanted to fight took

Billy for a bigger man than Hall.
This is because Hall has built a
high chair on the front seat of his
car for Billy to use when they go
driving.
As Hall's car slightly
bumped another, the driver roared at
the seemingly tall Billy, "You big
guys think you own the street" Billy
told him off hotly. The other fellow
wanted to fight. Then Billy jumped
out of the car, and everybody laughed.

COMMUNICATION
To the Editor of the Tripod:
Of particular interest to Trinity
students, at the present time should
be the portrait exhibition now on display at the Avery Memorial. This
most unusual and worth-while show
has been compiled by A . Everett
Austin, Jr., director of the Avery and
head of the Fine Arts Department
at Trinity. Called the "43 portraits",
it consists of the works of this type
of painting of most of the great
artists' of all time. The earliest is
a very rare Dutch primitive, and
from there on the pictures march
through the ages down to one done
by Dalli, a full blown, dyed-in-thewool Surrealist.
Now whether looking at pictures
appeals to you or not, it would at
least be worth the while of any Trinity student to journey down to the
Avery in the very near future (preferably Sunday, no admission charge
this day), and see what a few odd
million dollars of paint-daubed canvas looks like. It may not appeal
to yourj aesthetic sense, but a causal
glance at the little painting by Hans
Memling, which Mr. Morgan . ::night
sell for $200,000, is at least bound to
be interesting, nor would it be surprising if a great number of students
became interested in seeing what a
real Rembrandt, Titian, Goya, Velasquez, Gainsborough, or Van Gogh
look like. And while down there it
would also be a good idea to take in
the Brown Gallery which has a very
valuable Surrealist painting, as well
as a Picasso.
The exhibition, unusual anywhere,
and absolutely unique in Hartford,
is not an exhibit on tour as the recent
La Tour-Le Nain collection was,, bu·~
a special piece of work gotten up just
for Hartford by Mr. Austin. For this
outstanding piece of service to the
community he deserves much credit,
for not only is the collection very
valuable and hard to get together, but
very complete and representative of
portrait painting of all times. Mr.
Austin has been working on the pro( Continued on page 6.)
-

SHERRY FOR MADAME
Shades of Anna Held! Instead of
milk, which she looks upon solely as
a beverage, Merle Oberon uses sherry
in her bath whenever she feels the
need of a pick-me-up. Says Merle:
"A g 1ass f u 1 of or d'mary s h erry sprm·
kled into a tubful of hot water is the
'soother' par excellence. Twenty
minutes of rest in the tub, with an
ice compress on my head and witch
hazel pads over my eyes, accomplishes
BliO-BRIEF
won d ers. T ry I't, somet'Ime. " T sk,
Jerome Cowan, who made his screen t k M 1
'd h
b tt
'd
d·e but in support of Merle oheron and for
s ' ourere;
we ' ave e er I eas
sherry.
Brian Aherne, in "Beloved Enemy,"
spent all last season kidding Holly- CELLINI-At the Palace.
wood.
.As one of the lunatic
The much maligned Federal Theascenarists in "Hoy Meets Girl," tre Project returns to the Palace for
Broadway stage success, Cowan in- a week's stand as the Bridgeport unit
dulged in some plain and fancy nose- begins its road tour with the much
thumbing at filmdom, only to turn publicized "Cellini"; critics througharound and accept a long-term con- out New England have acclaimed this
tract to act before the cameras,,
production as the finest presentation
Born in New York, the son of a of the W. P. A. Theatre. An exwealthy candy manufacturer, Cowan ceptional cast, led by Walter Bradley
spent his youth in Hartford.
Klavun, an ex-Broadwayite, and the
Unlike most youngsters he never beauteous Ellen Love, give some
nursed a desire to become an Indian, magnificent interpretations against a
a cowboy, or a locomotive engineer setting unequalled for sheer beauty
. He wanted to be an actor .... by any stock company in the country
During school vacations when he The book was written by J. J. Walsh,
worked in one of his father's con- a New Haven high school teacher,
fectionery stores as a soda jerker, and Yale graduate student. Included
he could whip up a chocolate sundae in the company are several former
with more gestures than a Chautau- members of the Hartford Civic Repqua orator, and his customers usually ertory, among them being Thom
formed an appreciative audience.
Conroy, former matinee idol of the
When he finished high school in Palace, temperamental George Petrie,
Hartford he joined a stock company and Mara Sterling, who attracted the
that was touring the New England attention of movie scouts while playstates.
.His first role was that ing in the Queen City of New Engof a septuagenarian in "Shore Acres" land. After creating somewhat of a
... By very gradual stages he reached sensation in the downstate city, the
biig-time va~dev'ille, and f)inally I"Cell;ini" company has been given
Broadway.
.Among the stars he permission to take the play to richer
has supported are: Alice Brady, and more fertile climes, pi·esenting it
Peggy Wood, M'ary Boland, Glenn at road show prices. The production
Hunter, Elizabeth Risdop. and Fritzi is directed by Charles Atkins, assisted
Sheff.
. Between engagements he by Mr. Klavun, whose lovely wife,
sold automobiles, or tried to, washed by the way, is currently appea~ing ill
dishes in restaurants and clerked in Hartford on the screen of the Allyn
department stores.
Theatre.
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Quick Service on New Glasses
and Repairs to Broken Ones

Hartford, Coaa.

"Something magnificent is taking place here
amid the cruelties and
tragedies, and the supreme challenge is that
of making the noblest
and best in our curious
heritage prevail."

The Harvey & Lewis Co.
Opticians
852 MAIN STREET

HUBERT
DRUG COMPANY

Charles A. Beard.
ON ZION STREET
Below the Cook Dormitory

HARTFORD
NATIONAL BANK AND
TRUST COMPANY

Where Friends Meet and Eat
400-YARD RELAY RECORD SEEKERS-Motten, Muir, Slowik, and Campbell

Comer .Main and Pearl Streets TRINITY SWIMMERS TO
Hartford, Conn.
MEET OBERLIN COLLEGE
Branch-70 Farmington Avenue

Will Swim Postal Match as They

THE HARTFORD MARKET

Attempt to Down Conn. State
at Trowbridge Memorial Pool

On Saturday afternoon, February
20, Trinity's swimming faithful will
have the unusual chance of getting
three for the price of ·one, because 'the
swimming teams will engage in a
triple header with Connecticut State,
Oberlin, and Suffield School, the JayCor. Main and Mulberry Streets vees taking on the latter at 4.30. At
3, sharp, however, the varsity will
start trying to take the measure of
Service to Please Trinity Students our rivals from Storrs and the midwestern college at one and the same
time, the only difference being that
Connecticut State will be swimming
Broad and Vernon Streets
here and Oberlin in their home pool.
The times of all the Trinity men will
be officially recorded, no matter
where they finish, and at the conclusion of the meet will be mailed to
Oberlin, where the swimming authorities there will compare them with
the times hung up by their swimmers
in their dual meet the same day with
Allegheny College.
After being
compared the results of the "Postal
Swimming Meet" will then be made
public and the score and the winner
declared. On paper the meet looks
to be fairly close, although not a
great deal of information concerning
the Oberlin swimmers is available.
The idea of this type of swimming
(Continued on page 5.)

The Finest of aD
Food Products

TRINITY SERVICE STATION

BOND
PRESS

HONISS
OYSTER HOUSE

Printing

The Excellence of Our Seafood
is a Tradition in Hartford

OF THE BETTER CLASS
AT CONSIDERATE COSTS

22 State Street, Hartford, Conn.

DuKE UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
DURHAM, N. C.

94 ALLYN STREET
Pai»Ucation Work a Specialty

The Bryant &
Governor James M. Curley of Mas- Chapman Company
sachusetts recently announced the
appointment of Paul Monroe Swift,
'15, as presiding justice of the Barnstable District Court of Barnstable
County, Massachusetts. Swift sueceeds his father, who for forty-three
years has been judge of the Barn~~a:!ee~:~~t, {s~e;iding since its estabSwift was educated at the Y armouth schools and at Trinity, graduating from the latter with a B. A.
degree in 1915. He continued his
studies at Harvard, taking law
courses there. During the World War
he served in the Naval Reserves, but
saw no active service. Following the
war he was named court clerk and
then in 1925 became a special justice.
His recent appointment continues the
tradition of a Swift on the bench of
the Barnstable court, where he has
been frequently sitting at court sessions during the past year.
Swift is a man of proved capability
with a large knowledge of practical
law, and his appointment came as
no surprise to the citizens · of Yarmouth, where his activites have been
many and varied.

G.FOX&CO.
Estab. 1847

Turn to Fox's Morning Watch
Broadcast every week - day
morning between 7 and 8
o'clock and listen to the inimitable Ben Hawthorne and
his equally inimitable
Bessie Bossie.

SPECIAL for Winter Sports
Leather Soled Ski Boots with
Sole Protectors, ............. $5.45
Wool Ski Pants, ............... $5 .45
Ski Parkas, .................. $4.95
A good grade Hickory Ski, ..... $6. 95
Norwegian Ridge Top Ash Skis, $9.95
Waxes, Bindings, Packs, Socks,
Mitts, Accessories.
An exceptionally fine Tubular
Hockey Skate Outfit wit}l a
heavy box toe Shoe, ......... $6.50

Four terms of eleven weeks are given each
year.
These may be taken consecutively
(graduation in three years) or three terms
may be taken each year (graduation in four
years). The entrance requirements are intelligence, character and at least two yeara of
college work, including the subjects specified
for Grade A Medical Schools.
Catalogues and application forms may be
68 State St. obtained from the Dean.

725 MAIN STREET

In the Heart of Hartford, CoDL
Best Food-Tastefully SerYed
Reasonably Priced
Brealdut 7 to 11 A. H. ~da- 11 t. IM
Dinner I to t P. K.
Sarula;rw. 11 .. t P.&

The Leading
Milk Dealers

Everything Musical
T,.e
at Prices to Fit Any Pune.

4.nd Acceaaoriea of Every

on the

Trinity
Campus

McCOY'S Inc.
89 ASYLUM STREET

YOUR LOOSE CHANCE

Iron out
your laundry
•
worries
SWIFTLY- SAFELY-

Hartford

Let that dependable college pal, Railway Express,
pick up and ship your laundry home and back for
you every week. You will find it glossy goingeasy, fast, inexpensive.
Merely notify the folks you will send the package by Railway Express, and ask them to return it
the same way. You can send it collect too, you
know, and while on that subject, we can add, only
by Railway Express. The folks will understand. It
saves keeping accounts, paying bills, to say nothing of spare change.
You'll find the idea economical all round. The
minimum rate is low- only 38 cents- sometimes
less. Pick-up and delivery by motor vehicle and
insurance included in the shipping charge. It's the
same with shipping baggage or anything else by
Railway Express. So arrange your shipping dates
by phone call tc the Railway Express agent, and
start now.
Depot Office: Union Station, Hartford, Conn.;
510 Church St.; ·Tel. 2-2117. --Tel. 2-2118.

RAIL"W"AY EXPRESS
AGENCY, INC.

CLAPP & TRE.AT, Inc.

Priatera of ''The Trinity Tripod"

MILL'S SPA, INC.

P. SWIFT, '15, SUCCEEDS
FATHER AS JUSTICE

HARTFORD -

51 Harket St.

NATION-WIDE RAIL-AIR SERVICE
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Fair Element at From Festivities Make .the News
Sigma Nu Plays Host for
13 Guests--Psi Upsilon
Next with 8

Mrs. R. B. Ogilby Heads
Large Grb\IP of~ 15
Patronesses

(Continued from page 1.)
:are furnished from 10 to 3 o'clock.
The fun began on Thursday night
when from nine to one o'clock Alpha
<Chi Rho held its annual frolic at the
•Commons. Music was furnished by
Bud Welch and his Rhythm Boys.
Chaperones for this dance were MTs.
Remsen B. Ogilby, Mrs. Thurman T.
Hood, Mrs. Roger H. Motten, and
Mrs. Roger R. Eastman, all of Hartford.
Two houses are holding invitation
dances on Saturday night.
Sigma
Nu is having Hughie Wilson and his
Lads from Bristol to play for its
guests from 8.30 to 12. Mrs. Raymond H. Segur of Hartford and Mrs.
Raymond H. Woodward of West Hartford will chaperone the affair.
Delta Phi is also having a dance on
Saturday night for those who are its
guests, with music in the Kirby manner by the Trinity Troubadours. A
house party is also being given from
5 p. m. today to the same hour on
Sunday. A formal dinner will precede the Prom on Friday night. Chaperones for the week-end are Mrs.
Edward S. Paige and Mrs. Phillip E.
Taylor.
Psi Upsilon will also act ·as the host
at a house party to be held from 5
p. m. today to 6 P. m. on Sunday.
A formal dinner will be given at 8
··o'clock Friday evening. Mr. and Mrs.
' V{illiam P. Orrick and Mr. and Mrs.
Barlan Chapman wil! act as chap~
erones during the house party.
The following will be among th~
guests over the week-end:
Alpha Delta Phi:
The Misses Barbara Cunningham
of New York, Charlotte Buckley of
East Hartford, . Sybi~ Coates of Philadelphia, Rheata Kymball of West
Hartford, and Clarissa Hill of Hartford.
Psi Upsilon:
The Misses Edith Gray and Elizabeth Schutter of New London, Conn.,
Marjory Gates of New York, Sue
Grace· Rickard of Rockville Centre,
L. I., Patricia Thomas of Corning,
New York, Shirl.e y Devreux of Detroit, Carol Smith of West Hartford,
and Janet Russell of Albany, N. Y.
Alpha Chi Rho:
The Misses Florence Burns of Hartford, Rita Riley of Greenwich, Conn.,
Eunice Goodrich of Glastonbury,
Conn., Anna w ardinski of Hartford,
J ean Pomeroy of west Hartford,
Doris Coleman of West Hartford,
Annette Rockwell of wethersfield,
and Ruth Pulford of Waterbury, Conn.

(Continued from page 1.)
dance was given by the Sigma Nn
house.
Perhaps the first concrete impression afforded us of the imminence of
Junior Prom was the tableau which
confronted us Tuesday morning. Beneath the urbane dignity of Trinity's
one and only statue, The Bishop,
teetered four large "No Parking"
signs, which more pr less fit into a
gentle hint which we, the press, would
give our virginal visitors. There are
certainly far better nooks for conversation than this chilly stone edifice,
nor does the Bishop, serene in a dignity acquired through long years of
stoic contemplation, appreciate the
garish gaiety of youth.
Into the valley of death rode the
six hundred, eleven days ago. Now,
across a battle-scarred vista of probation and intellectual inaptitude, the
Trinity Light Brigade, somewhat less
in numbers, looks to the present (tonight) and to the future (later tonight).
Willys R. Peterson, Chairman of the
Junior Prom Committee, · leads the
grand marcq with Miss Eleanor A.
Brink, of Hartford, at the opening of

Delta . Phi:
The Misses Sally Porteus of West
Hartford, Hannah Rowe of Baltimore,
Dorothy Buckell of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
Henrietta Roland of Springfield,
Mass., Martha Fox of Boca Chica,
Dominican Republic, Janet Clothier of
Denver, Colo., and Betty Bellerjeau
of Fanwood, N.J.
Sigma Nu:
The Misses Eleanor Brink, Barbara
Low, Frances Martel, Audrey Bengs,
ton, and Alice Norton, all of Hartford, Norma Nelson, Ruth Adams, and
Anne Wilmont, all of West Hartford,
Margaret Olmsted and Ruth Hadley
of East Hartford, Mary Elizabeth
Nissly of Florin, Pa., Edith Warner
of Wethersfield, and Miss Theo Cartier of Poughkeepsie, N.Y.
Alpha Tau Kappa:
The Misses Elsie Brink of Hartford,
Natalie Bell of Springfield, Mass., and
Kathleen Hope of Wethersfield.

JESTER REQUIREMENTS
(Continued from page 1.)
ior Ball. There will be a very important meeting on February 9, at which
this year's president, Joel I. Brooke,
plans to resign, and a new president
will be elected.

l

.E
STRIKE Up TH

BANo·l LOSS OF JOHNNY SLOWIK l

What has happened to Ray Noble?
Here we have 'four perfectly good
records, and what do we find? No,
No! We already have the records:
I mean, what is this unprecedented
fact staring us in the face? Well,
brush my teeth an' put.'em in water!
He's neck and neck with Tommy Dorsey in our opinion of the best of these
records.
Of course, he has two
cha~ces to Tommy's one; b.ut. then,
you ve got to remember that 1t 1s Ray
Noble. We'll even go so far as to
jeopardize our sense of the fitness of
things and say that he's beat the rest
of the boys to the punch this week.
Yes sir, here's the best record of the
week.
Poor AI Bowlly. Tsk-tsk! Some
impulsive soul must have forgot that
they were civilized.
Anway, he
doesn't sing a 'tall, a 'tall-not one
bloomin', bleddy note does he chirp
throughout "To Love You and Lose
You," or "You've Got Your Health."
With the Junior Prom just around the
corner (Maw, hand me down muh
specs!) the first of the aforementioned tunes should provide just the
right atmosphere for the Sophomore
who learns that his inamorata has
come up for the sole purpose of meeting some Juniors.
Anyhow;, it's a
sweet piece and as good as they come
-one of those pieces where the Noble
violins are not amiss. A pleasing
male voice tells us his plight. Turn
the disc over, and what have you?
"You've Got Your Health." Brisk,
to say the least, my boy, brisk to say
the least-what with a hot clarinet
and a mixed chorus singing under the
nom de voix of "The Merry Macs."
"Mr. Ghost Goes to Town" and almost disrupts the order of this sequence, for were Mr. Dorsey's rendition of "Looking Around Corners for
You" one-half as clever as the better
half of this record we should have
placed good, old No. 2 fust off on the
list. But it ain't; I mean it isn\
It should be enough to say that "Mr.
Ghost Goes to Town" is T. Dorsey
and the boys at their Sunday-go-tomeeting best. If this were 1932, we
would have a dandy chance to make
a crack about the looking around the
corners business, but alas . . . .
And then there's always Benny
Goodman and his sassy slambangers.
Yes, we are a little disappointed with
the King of Swing-sometimes his
rendition smacks of unorganized
noise. It would not be irrelevant to
dig up the old saw about "quality,
not quantity", except that this is not
(Continued on page 6.)
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HITS SWIMMERS' CHANCES .______.;..___

Star Backstroker Confined to Bed
with Bronchitis-T earn is
- Strengthened by New Men
Seriously handicapped by the temporary loss of ·Johnny Slowik, ·ace
backstroker and fastest freestyle man
on the squad, Trinity's fifth varsity
swimming team goes back into competitive water, churning against Coast
Guard Academy at New London next
Tuesday afternoon. The meet, postponed from before mid-years because
of sickness at the Academy, looks
now like a tough one for the Blue
ap.d Gold. And it's only the beginning, for Massachusetts State, Williams, and Connecticut State are right
behind. Trin's prospects looked fairly
good in all these meets until Johnny
had the misfortune to run into a case
of bronchitis, but speculation is now
running high as to just when the
"Seal" will be able to get back into
competition. He will definitely be
out for the Coast Guard and M. I. T.
affairs, and if able to get in against
Massachusetts State the following
Tuesday, will probably not be in good
enough condition to be very effective.
The passing of mjd-years, howeve~,
has helped the squad materially with
the certain addition of "Soup" Campbell, the big fellow who blasted all
the intramural freestyle records wide
open last March, and who has been
ineligible up to now because of a
one-year rule on transfers. Another
prospect who seems pretty sure of
being with the varsity is "Ax" Aks.omitas, the freshman breaststroker
from Hartford High, who nas consistently swum under the college record
in his favorite event. Jim Lathrop
and "Monty" Wmiams. freestylers,
also give indications of successfully
negotiating the period, as well as
Louis Little, varsity diver, who was
ineligible last year. The return of
"Little Lou" will bolster up the diving
squad materially, for when Lou was
working out for the National Intercollegiates two years ago, he was
whirling through some dives that no
Tri"nity diver 'has ever successfully
even thought of, and present indications are that he has lost very little
of his skill and timing.
The remaining members of the
spuad, starting from Captain Onderdonk down, have been working out
with a .will during most of the exam
period, and with about a week of
(Continued on page 6.)
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the fifth cai.-d dance of the evening,
followed by the other members of the
- J · committee and their partners.
We are. very sorry to hear that Bob
The Committee consists of: Willys
O'Malley has been forced ' to give up R. Peterson, Chairman; and Lewis M.
basketball, and we join in wishing Walker, Jr., Wilber K. Tattersal,
him luck with his new undertaking. E. Arthur Anderson, Samuel N. BenIt does our heart good to find out jamin, Carl R. Hodgdon, Francis G.
that studies still are the primary ·;n Jackson, James J. Kenney, Robert D.
1
terest of the Trinity athlete.
O'Malley, Gregory ,T. M'cKee, E. Robert Barlow.
·
• •
The patronesses for the dance inWe predict that a new college and
pool record will be set when Coach cludes: Mrs. Rem~en B: Ogilby, Mrs.
Joe Clarke turns loose his crew: in the Thurman L. Hood, Mrs. Roger H.
300-yard medley relay event.
The Motten, Mrs. Henry A. Perkins, Mrs.
trio of Johnny Slowik, "Ax" Aksom- Edward F. Humphrey, Mrs. Edward
itas, and "Soup" Campbell ought to L. Troxell, Mrs. Haroutune M. Dadoulower the present record by six or rian, Mrs. Robert B. W. Hutt, Mrs.
seven seconds. We also predict new Philip E . Taylor, Mrs. Daniel E.
records in the backstroke and breast- Jessee, Mrs. Blanchard W. Means,
Mrs. Morse
Allen, Mrs. Roger R.
stroke events.
Eastman, Mrs. James A. Notopoulos,
••
Hope that "The Seal" recovers in and Mrs. Edward D. T. Pousland.
time to be of assistance in the Coast
Guard and Massachusetts State meets.
He certainly will. be needed. In fact, baseball team faces five games in
we'll take a bit of a shot in the dark, eight days this spring, including Yale
and predict that if Joe can get his at Hartford. (Come and see the great
boys safely past the meet with the Kelley.) Unusual in Trinity history
Bay Staters, he ought to have fairly is the fact that both the baseball and
smooth sailing to an undefeated sea- track teams are headed by co-captains.
son. Wesleyan ought to taste defeat In . addition, the track team has cofor the first time at the hands of managers.
Trin mermen, and Joe will get his
* •
first free bath.
Wesleyan's vaunted courtmen move
* *
into town on the 16th for the second
Letterman Bill O'Bryon's career as of the current series. In the familiar
a basketball player is over. A knee Hopkins Street settings the Oosting·
injury incurred during the past socce1· men ought not to have to wait eleven
season was further aggravated . the minutes before scoring. We prt'!dict
first time Bill reported for basketball a real ball game.
about a week before exams, and to* *
morrow he undergoes an operation at
"Bibi" Martens, brother of Trinithe Hartford Hospital for the removal ty's Johnny, who captained the basof a torn cartilage. Best of luck, J.nd ketball team in 1934-35, was in town
we trust that you will recover in time several days ago playing with the
Jersey City Reds of the Professional
to captain the tennis team.
* *
Basketball League. He brings to mind
Shades of progressiveness in the an old story about the "Pepper",
gentle art of swimming. The idea which can be told now. It seems that
for the postal swimming meet with when the latter had graduated from
Oberlin was born in the fertile brain high school and "Bibi" was still an
of the coach at said institution. We . undergraduate, there was an Alumniwonder how he proposes to conduct Varsity game.
Score: Martens the
the diving under the circumstances.
Elder 0, the Lesser Martens 21.

SPORTS SIDELIGHTS

s:

*•

He also has other ideas which he is
trying to have adopted by the governing body of intercollegiate swimming.
He wants to include a sidestroke event
because of its value in life-saving, and
he proposes that the backstroke event
begin from a standing start.

••

Miscellaneous: Hope that the new
term brings the basketball team some
1uck . . . . The squash team needs a
lot of the same . . . . Haven't seen
the St. Anthony ski team practice
yet . . . . Notice that the Deke
bridge team has been warming up to
••
defend its trophy . . . . Wish the
Facts gleaned from advance sched- members of the basketball team would
ules of Trinity athletics: A game stop trying to kill each other.
with Amherst will wind up the football schedule for 1938, 1939, and
Flash !-St. Anthony must have
1940. Worcester Tech has been added taken the hint. They're in Vermont
to the soccer schedule next year. The practicing.

••
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LOSS OF O'MALLEY BLOW
TO BASKETBALL SQUAD

DR. ADAMS HONORED
(Continued from page 1.)
formation which rna.y ;be acqudred
relative to the same. This Society
was incorporated and organized in
Coach Promotes Three Freshmen
1825, and revived' by a special act
to Varsity Group-Outlook
of the Legislature in 1839. Perfor 1937 Season Dark
manent quarters since 1844 have been
Trinity's hopes for a successful
court record this winter were dealt a
severe blow when it was learned that
Bob O'Malley, three-letter sport star,
and regular forward on last year's
team, does not intend to continue
basketball.
A pre-medical student,
O'Malley is working to obtain his degree from college in three years. He
attended summer school last year and
plans to do so again this summer.
Bob at present is carrying seven
courses. The Manchester redhead deserves all the credit in the world for
his ambitious undertaking; however,
his absence from the starting line-ups
of three major sports will give the
respective coaches many a gray hair
before his equal is found. B& first
won his "T" as second baseman on the
ball team his f reshman year; since
then he has been a star performer on
the football, basketball, and baseball
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in the Wadsworth Atheneum.
Dr. Adams is the author of several
works among which are: "The Syntax
of the Temporal Clause in Old English Prose", and "A Genealogy of the
Lake Family of Great Egg Harbor,
New Jersey", in which he collaborated
with Sarah A. Risley. He has also
contributed to the Dictionary of

OBERLIN SWIMMING
(Continued from page 3.)
meet, an innovation in swimming circles, is the brain child of Coach R. E.
Jamerson of Oberlin. So, when at a
recent meeting of the National Swimming Coaches' Association, he found

GOOD SHOES.

At the present moment Morris seems American Biography and to philo- ·
to have the inside track.
Ed has logical and other periodicals. Dr.
seen lots of action and can always be Adams is also a member and former
At Medium Prices
·c ounted upon for a consistently reliable gover nor-general of the Order of
performance. Three promising fresh- Founders and Patriots of America, a
men who have been promoted to the member of the American Philological
varsity squad are Ray Ferguson and Association, the American Historical
Dick Lindner, both of Hartford. F e:r- Society, the Modern Language Asguson's status is somewhat uncertain, so·c iation, the Society of Colonial
as he has been ineligible since N ovem- Wars, the Society of American Rev218 Asylum Street, Hartford
ber. He is one of the few members olution, and the Society of the Deof the squad who measures over six scendants of the Founders of Hartford.
Just below the Allyn Theatre
feet in height, and despite his comparative inexperience, he would make
a welcome addition to the squad.
The Case, Lockwood
Brainard Company
Morris and Lindner have played regularly on the Jayvee five, where they
have acquitted themselves with dis·
tinction.
85 Trumbull Street, Hartford, Conn.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _;___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...:.,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

squads. If he never plays a single
game again in any spor t, he has clearly won the distinction of being the
best athlet e in the Junior class.
Facing what is one of the hardest
schedules ever drawn up for a Trinity
court aggregation, Captain Frank
Ferrucci and his mates will oppose
Clark University Saturday evening
and Bard on Tuesday. The Clal'k
encounter will take place at Worcester; the Bard fracas is scheduled for
the Hartford High Gymnasium at 8
<~'clock.

With virtually the same combination back that upset the Blue and
Gold last season on the losers' floor
by a score of 39-36, Clark will be the
overwhelming favorites to take the
local sharpshooters over the bumps
again this year. Coach Ray Oosting
-stated that he expected the Hilltoppers to give a good account of themselves, but intimated that the outcome
was a foregone conclusion.
The
Trinity guards will have a very busy
evening attempting to check the scoring activities of Stead and Perry, high
-scorers for the victors in last year's
encounter.
The leading candidates for O'Malley's berth are Ed Morris, Art Mountford, and Tony DiLorenzo, who are
staging a three-way fight for the post.

The
Traditional
Trinity
TAILOR
Broad Street and Allen Place

THE LAVALLETIE
For Sunday Supper
Corner Washington and Park Streets

Enchanting
Bermuda
Three hundre d a nd sixty-five
gorge ous isl a nds in one group
.... far o ut in the Atlantic . . . .
a two days' d elightful sail across
the Gulf Stre am.
And, too, it' s
an English province, approximately 700 mile s a w a y from
the Colleg e grind.

DAVIS
TRAVEL SERVICE
50 Lewis St., Hartford, Conn.\

EMPIRE
LAUNDRY

The Packard

Boot Shop

&
P1·inters and Bookbinders

CLEANING
P'RESSING
LAUNDERING
At Special
Students' Rates

•

•

Claudette Colbert says:
~~My

throat is safest with
a·light smoke"
ttAn actress' throat is naturally
very important to her. After experi..
menting, I'm convinced my throat is
safest with a light smoke and that's
why you'll find Luckies always on
hand both in my home and in my
dressing room. I like the flavor of
other cigarettes also, but frankly,
Luckies appeal most to my taste."

SLOSSBERG
TAILORING

Telephone 2-2196

Trinity's Coach Joe Clarke favorably
inclined, he contracted for a match
of this type between the two schools.
Having obtained the approval ~f the
Trinity authorities, Joe went ahead,
and all arrangements have now been
approved and agreed upon by both
schools.

STAR OF PARAMOUNTS FORTHCOMING
"MAID OF SALEM"
DIRECTED BY FRANK LLOYD

An independent survey was made recently
among professional men and women -lawyers,
doctors, lecturers, scientists, etc. Of those who said
they smoke cigarettes, 87% stated they personally
prefer a light smoke.
Miss Colbert verifies the wisdom of this pre£..
erence, and so do other leading artists of the radio,
stage, screen, and opera. Their voices are their
fortunes. That's why so many of them smoke
Luckies. You, too, can have the throat protection
of Luckies-a light smoke, free of certain harsh
irritants removed by the exclusive process ((It's
Toasted". Luckies are g~ntle on the throat!

THE FINEST TOBACCOS"THE CREAM OF THE CROP"

A Light Smoke
~tit's Toasted''-Your Throat Protection
AGAINST IRRITATION-AGAINST COUGH

Copyright 1 93 7, The American Tobacco CompaDJ
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STRIKE UP THE BAND
(Continued from page 4.)
particularly a moralizing column, but
you must admit that he's been turning
their\ out at a terrific rate lately. As
a matter of fact, hiS' "I Want to be
Happy" is a good recording, especially
at the beginning. One of the best
renditions of "Rosetta" we ever heard
was that of Earl "Father" Hines, and
now Benny has taken a swing at her,
a full clarinet swing that eventually
swells into a wave of loud brass. It's
Goodman, all right, no mistaking it.
And how we swing to the really
serious vein. We aren't even ranking
this one, because it's so far above
the average, a real jazz classic. It's
Ray Noble's second contribution to
the column this week, a medley of all
the best tunes which the maestro
himself has written. It is done by
the band that made Ray famous, none
other than his London orchestra,
recorded in Europe on both sides of
a Victor 12-inch disc. AI Bowlly
comes back in our graces temporarily
for his excellent rendition of the
vocals of several of the tunes. The
group includes "The Very Thought
of You", "The Touch of Your Lips",
"Love Is the Sweetest Thing", "Love
Locked Out", "What More Can I
Ask", "It's All Forgotten Now", and
"Good Night, Sweetheart." The best
from the Noble in a good long while;
and don't say we didn't warn you if
you miss it.

McCLOUD SAYS LEISURE IS LOSS OF SLOWIK HURTS
BECOMING DANGEROUS
CLARKE'S BEST TEAM
(Continued from 'page 1.)
mind; while avocation is the expression by man of his volunt,llry wants.
Leisure creates tbe danger ' that a
man will "lose initiative, cease to be
vigorous, and become an onlooker."
Mr. McCloud stated that already this
nation is becoming one of onlookers
with the advent of football, baseball,
and movies. This is not wholesome,
for it provides the individual with no
opportunities to act. People should
strive to become performers where
action, thought, and decision is required.
He pleaded for the "intelligent use
of leisure time through creative arts"
grouping under the latter heading
hobbies, crafts, participation in athletics, study of the fine arts, and performance in the limitless field of
science.
Intelligent use of leisure by the nation insures a stable and lasting country, and to the individual brings
greater happiness. through physical
and mental health.
Mr. McCloud
ended his speech with the plea that
all of us "be participants and not
mere spectators."

have an idea of what one of our better known restauranteurs toss es your
way.

* *

Lehigh University chemistry students break more than 14,000 test
tubes every year.
HERE AND THERE
That's nothing.
According to
(Continued from page 2.)
Louis
Schuler,
the
playful
element
the third a small amount of potassium
contribute 17,000 windows a year.
chloride.
Throw them all together, and you
-A. M.S.

(Continued from page 4.)
good (hard work should be in top
condition. If all goes well, none of
the boys should feel the axe, or leave
by the fire escape; so with the exception of Johnny the squad should
be at full strength. Johnny's loss
should not be underestimated, however. He assured a win in the medley
and freestyle relays against almost
all of our opponents, and these two
events count fourteen to nothing. All
this in addition to winning his own
specialty.
Summing up, Coach Joe Clarke has
this year the strongest team he has
ever had. There are a wealth of good
all around swimmers for every event,
as well as the stars already mentioned, and, if our opponents were no
better, 'the team should go through to
a long awaited and well deserved undefeated season. The hitch is, however, that our opponents are a lot
better, and especially the ones that
are usually tough. At present writing the swimmers should win handily
from M. I. T. and W oreester Tech,
but Coast Guard, Connecticut State,
Wesleyan, Massachusetts State, and
Williams look to be very hard in
order of ascending difficulty.

The College Store
MAX SCHER
Proprietor

44 Vernon Street, Hartford

COMMUNICATION
(Continued from page 2.)
ject for many months and in his final
result has d,i 'splayed a remarkable
knowledge of not only what to inelude, but where the pictures h~
wanted could be obtained. Included
in the exhibition are pictures from
Europe, the Metropolitan, the Morgan
Collection, Kansas City, and many
private collections. He has also compiled a very interesting and illuminating gallery talk, which will explain
and make really worth while any of
the works in the collection which are
not at first appreciated.
The exhibition will be on display

PIANOS •••
Steinway, Knabe, Steck, Weber,
and Wheelock.

through the lOth of February, and
whether you are an aesthete or not,
it would be advisable to hie yourself
down to the Avery; if only to get
a possible surprise out of Mr. Dalli's
work--;a much discussed topic of late.
Also be sure to take notice of th&
tricky sign "chiseled" into the wan
just outside of the main foyer.
A JUNIOR.

Waldman's Pen Shop
Fountain Pens, Pencils, Desk
Sets, Leads, Inks, Repairs.
Exclusively a Pen Shop.

17% Pearl Street, just off MaiD

THE NIGHT IS GAY

RADIOS .•.
Philco and RCA.

... at ...

ORGANS .•.
Hammond Electric.
PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPLIES
You can get them at

The L 0 b s t er
WATKINS BROS. ..

241 ASYLUM ST., HARTFORD

430 Asylum Street

Baldwin .. Stewart

HUNTER PRESS

Electrical
Contractors

~udal Jrinting

COMPLETE
PRINTING SERVICE

Announcements
Invitations
Tickets
ProgramS'
222 Pearl Street, Hartford

302 ASYLUM ST.

Tel. 2-701$

From tobacco farm to shipping
room . .. at every stage in the making of Chesterfield Cigarettes . . .
Job Number One is to see that
Chesterfields are made to Satisfy..
In the fields ... at the auction markets . . . and in the storage warehouses ... Job Number One is to
see that Chesterfield tobaccos are
MILD and RIPE.
In the Blending Department Job
Number One is to "weld" our
home-grown tobaccos with aromatic Turkish to the exact Chesterfield formula.
In the Cutting and Making Departments Job Number One is to
cut the tobacco into long clean
shreds and roll it in pure cigarette
paper.

Chesterfields are made to give you the things·
you enjoy in a cigarette ... refreshing mildness
••. pleasing taste and aroma. They Satisfy.
Copyright 1937, LIGGl!Tr & MYllRS TOBACCO Co.

